Citing Sources with AIP Style

Giving Credit Where It’s Due
Using outside sources like books or articles in your assignment makes your arguments more credible. You present arguments based on evidence, not just your opinion. When you use other people’s ideas in your work, you must observe the rules of academic integrity and cite your sources. Using citations avoids confusion of what is original to you and what you are borrowing.

Documenting Sources
When writing a research paper, you will gather information from other sources. You will need to document these sources in the text of your paper and organize a list of references at the end of your paper. In text, refer to authors by last name (surname, family name) only.

Reference List
At the end of the paper, combine all sources cited in the body into a list of references placing it at the end of the paper, following the Acknowledgements and Appendices. In the references give authors’ names in the form in which they appear on the title page of the cited work. For names in the West European tradition, retain the order that puts the family name last (for example, John J. Doe, not Doe, John J.

References to sources are given by a superscript \(^{1,2,3}\). References are numbered by order of appearance in the text. Authors are indicated by their initials followed by their last name. Abbreviate the title of the journals and eliminate words like “of” or “the”. See Journal Title Abbreviations link in the online AIP Style Manual (4th ed.) at http://www.aip.org/pubservs/style/4thed/appg.pdf.

Make sure references are in the following order:

- Initial(s) and last names of all authors separated by comma (unless more than 4, in that case list only the first named author followed by et al.
- Title of paper, report, or book chapter in quotes
- Title of book or AIP approved abbreviated name of periodical, volume number, the first page number (some editors permit inclusive pages, and year of publication in parentheses. Include issue when the journal is not paginated consecutively through volume
- Name of publisher (for books and proceedings)
- City and state of publication (for books, proceedings, and non-U.S. journals

Information Needed for the Reference List
Include all the information necessary for someone else to find the same resource.

Books
Format: author(s), editors (if applicable), edition, (Publisher, place of publication, Year of publication), page numbers
Different Authors, Same Book
Format: Author, in Title of Book, edited by [names of editors ], (Publisher, Place of publication, Year of publication)


Conference Proceedings and Symposia
Format: Author(s), Name of the proceedings, Place of Conference, date of conference, page number(s)


Government Reports


Journal References
Format: Author(s), AIP approved abbreviated name of journal volume number, page number(s), (Year). [Name of database found in]

Examples:

Patents
Format: Patent owner(s), U. S. Patent No. ______ (Date)


Computer Program
Format: Name of program [version if applicable], (Publisher, Date)


WWW Document:
The World Wide Web did not exist in 1990 when the AIP style manual was published, so it has no format listed for a WWW document. Essentially, include the full URL address of the source so the document can be located on the Web. Use a format similar to:
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